Abstract. Let S be a smooth del Pezzo surface over a field k of characteristic = 2, 3. We define an invariant in the Grothendieck-Witt ring GW(k) for "counting" rational curves in a curve class D of fixed positive degree (with respect to the anti-canonical bundle −K S ) and containing a collection of distinct closed points p = i p i of total degree r := −D · K S − 1 on S. This recovers Welschinger's invariant in case k = R by applying the signature map. The main result is that this quadratic invariant depends only on the A 1 -connected component containing p in Sym r (S) 0 (k), where Sym r (S) 0 is the open subscheme of Sym r (S) parametrizing geometrically reduced 0-cycles.
Introduction
One fascinating aspect of real Gromov-Witten invariants is the theory of Welschinger invariants in the setting of symplectic/almost complex geometry. This was developed by Welschinger in [15, 16] , where he considers the real aspects of the algebraic enumerative problem of counting the number of maps f : CP 1 → X, X a smooth projective rational surface over C, with f * ([CP 1 ]) in a fixed homology class, and passing through a fixed configuration of n points in X, with n chosen so one expects a finite number of such maps. Welschinger transforms this into the setting of almost complex structures on a symplectic four manifold X which has a real structure given by a involution mimicking complex conjugation on the C-points of a real algebraic surface. This allows one to pose the problem of counting the real maps f : S 2 → X, with S 2 and X given compatible almost complex structures, such that f sends a fixed set of points s • of S 2 to a fixed set x • on X. Phrased in this way, the varying configuration of points on the algebraic surface X and the projective line gets replaced by a fixed set of points s • , x • , with the variation taking place in the almost complex structures.
In any case, the number of real solutions to this problem turns out in general to vary with the choice of almost complex structures. However, Welschinger assigns a "mass" to a general map f : S 2 → X as follows: A general f will be unramified and the image f (S 2 ) with have finitely many double points. Using the real structure, one can divide the double points into three classes: those occurring in complex conjugate pairs, the real points with two real branches and the real points with complex conjugate branches. Welschinger discards the complex conjugate pairs of double points, gives the real points with real branches the sign +1 and those with complex conjugate branches the sign -1. The product of these signs is the mass of the map f , and Welschinger's main result is that, if one fixed the real type of the configuration of points, that is, if one fixes the number of points in each real connected component of X, then the mass-weighted sum of maps f is independent of the (suitably general) choice of almost complex structure.
Itenberg, Kharlamov and Shustin have reformulated Welschinger's work in the setting of real algebraic geometry in their paper [3] . In a somewhat different direction, Kass and Wickelgren [6, 7] have proven a series of results on quadratic refinements of invariants from enumerative geometry, which has strongly influenced this paper. They have recently announced a quadratic refinement of the count of bi-nodal curves in a dimension two linear system of curves on P 2 via a quadratic refinement of the iterative method of Kleiman and Piene [9] . In this paper we give an different approach, generalizing the Welschinger invariant for curves on del Pezzo surfaces from the case of real algebraic geometry to algebraic geometry over an arbitrary perfect field (of characteristic not equal to 2 or 3). For simplicity, we describe our approach in the case of P 2 . We consider the moduli stack of stable maps of genus 0 curves f : C → P 2 with a reduced degree n divisor d on C with f * ([C]) of degree d,M Σ 0,n (P 2 , d). Sending d to the image 0-cycle f * (d) defines a morphism of stacks
We consider the open substack (actually subscheme) (Sym n P 2 ) 0 of reduced degree n 0-cycles on P 2 , and the restriction of Π Σ to the inverse image substack
We construct for each unramified birational map f : C → P 2 K , with C a smooth geometrically irreducible genus zero curve over a field K, and f (C) having only ordinary double points, an invariant Wel K (f (C)) in the Grothendieck-Witt ring GW(K). For K = R, the signature of Wel K (f (C)) is (up to a sign depending only on d) Welschinger's mass. For η ∈ (Sym 3d−1 P 2 ) 0 such that Wel k(x) (f x (C x )) is defined for all x = (f x : C x → P 2 k(x) ) lying over η, taking a sum of traces down to k(η) over the Wel k(x) (f x (C x )) gives us an element Wel d (η) ∈ GW(k(η)). One shows rather easily that this gives a section of the sheaf GW of Grothendieck-Witt rings over some open subscheme of (Sym 3d−1 P 2 ) 0 . Our main result, completely analogous to Welschinger's invariance result, is that this construction actually defines a global section Wel d ∈ H 0 ((Sym 3d−1 P 2 ) 0 , GW). In consequence, for K a field, we have
if we have 0-cycles d 1 , d 2 in the same A 1 -connected component of (Sym 3d−1 P 2 ) 0 (K). For K = R, one can show that the A 1 -connected components of (Sym 3d−1 P 2 ) 0 (R) just depend on the number of real points in the given 0-cycle. The rank of Wel d (d) gives the count of number of curves over C and the signature of of Wel d (d) gives Welschinger's invariant (up to the sign mentioned above), so we recover Welschinger's invariance result for curves on del Pezzo surfaces, when we restrict to actual complex structures, as opposed to almost complex structures. In particular, this recovers the results of Itenberg-Kharlamov-Shustin [4] .
As pointed out to me by Jesse Kass, in the special case of cubic curves in P 2 passing through a degree eight 0-cycle, the Welschinger invariant is just the sum of traces of the local A 1 -invariants at the singular points of the singular fibers of the resulting pencil. In this case, the Welschinger invariant is related to the Euler characteristic of P 2 blown up along the base-locus of the pencil by the RiemannHurwitz formula proven in [12, Theorem 12.2] . As the base-locus is the given degree eight 0-cycle plus a single rational point, the resulting Euler characteristic is completely determined by the original degree eight 0-cycle; in the case of the ground field k = R, the analogous fact was already noted in Welschinger's paper [15] .
I would like to thank Kirsten Wickelgren and Jesse Kass for their interesting and helpful comments. In particular, Jesse Kass pointed out that the local invariant defined here does not in general agree with the one defined by Shende and Göttsche in [14] (or rather with the image of the Shende-Göttsche local invariant in GW(k) with respect to the motivic measure given by an appropriate version of the quadratic Euler characteristic). This is not to say that either of the two local invariants is incorrect but rather that there should be a relation that says the two global invariants do agree.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin with recalling the moduli stack of n-pointed stable maps of a genus 0-curve to P 2 , and its quotient stack by the symmetric group permuting the points. This is the basic object of our study. In §2 we define and study the Welschinger invariant for a curve in the plane, refining Welschinger's "mass". In §3 we set up our main result and give the proof, relying on results obtained in the following four sections. These are the technical heart of the paper, giving an analysis of the behavior of our quadratic Welschinger invariant at four different degenerate types of stable maps: curves whose image has a cusp, a tacnode or a triple point, or curves consisting of two irreducible components. In essence, we follow the arguments of Welschinger and Itenberg-Kharlamov-Shustin, we need only be a bit more careful. As in these earlier papers, the most subtle case is that of a cusp.
To fix ideas and keep the argument as simple as possible, we consider in the first seven sections the case of curves of degree d in P 2 . In the final section, we explain how to generalize these results to arbitrary del Pezzo surfaces.
We work throughout this paper over a base-field k of characteristic = 2, 3.
Stable maps of genus 0 curves
Fix positive integers d, n. We have the moduli stackM 0,n (P 2 , d) of stable maps f : C → P 2 of n-pointed geometrically connected quasi-stable genus zero curves C with f * (O P 2 (1)) an invertible sheaf on C of degree d, with open substack M 0,n (P 2 , d) of those f : C → P 2 with C smooth. Letting [C] denote the fundamental class of C as a dimension 1 cycle on C, the degree condition on f is the same as requiring that
) is a proper smooth Artin stack over k (see e.g. [2, §1.3] for a treatment over C and [1] for an arbitrary base scheme) and is irreducible by [5, 8] .
The symmetric group S n acts onM 0,n (P 2 , d) by permuting the pointing, giving us the quotient stackM
. . , p n )) representing an n-pointed genus zero curve over some base-scheme S and map f :
equivariant with respect to the action of S n onM 0,n (P 2 , d) and the permutation action on (P 2 ) n . Thus Π induces a proper map on the quotient stacks
where f is a stable map of a genus zero semi-stable curve C with f * ([C]) of degree d, and d is a reduced divisor on C of degree n.
n be the open complement of all diagonals in (P 2 ) n . As S n acts freely on the quasi-projective scheme (P 2 ) n 0 , the quotient stack [S n \(P 2 )
n 0 ] is the same as the quotient scheme S n \(P 2 ) n 0 , which in turn is the open subscheme Sym n (P 2 ) 0 of the symmetric power Sym n P 2 parametrizing reduced degree n 0-cycles on P 2 . We letM
At a geometric point x := (f :
0 is a scheme in a neighborhood of each geometric point
) be the open substack of (f, C, d) such that i. the restriction of f to each irreducible component of C is unramified, ii. f is an embedding in a neighborhood of each singular point of C iii. the geometric image f (C) has only ordinary double points as singularities.
We setM
For i ≥ 2, we have the closed substacks
) with geometric points consisting of those curves with ≥ i irreducible components, and the open substack D
) with geometric points those f : C → P 2 such that f (C) has degree d and f (C) has a single ordinary cusp, resp. a single ordinary tacnode, resp. a single ordinary triple point, and all other singular points ordinary double points. Here , a single ordinary cusp, resp., ordinary tacnode, resp. ordinary triple point are singularities of the respective forms
, with C defined over the algebraically closed field K. For ? ∈ {cusp, tac, tri}, we set
and for ? ∈ {tac, tri}, we set
We letM
Proof. To check that z is smooth at x, we may pullback by theétale cover (
, the moduli stack of npointed genus 0 curves, and replaces d with a tuple of points (p 1 , . . . , p n ) on C.
The assumption that x is inM
δ implies that the space of first order deformations of f are given by H 0 (C, ω f ), where ω f is the invertible sheaf f * ω −1
We claim that the sum of restriction maps i pj defines a surjection
Indeed, we have the exact sheaf sequence
so the surjectivity we are seeking will follow from the vanishing of H 1 (C, ω f (− j p j )). By Riemann-Roch, we have
Suppose that C is irreducible. Then f * O P 2 (−3)( j p j ) has degree n − 3d < 0, hence has no global sections, H 1 (C, ω f (− j p j )) = 0 and the restriction map is surjective.
In case (ii), C = C 1 ∪ C 2 , then we can order the C i so that
Since this invertible sheaf has negative degree n 1 − 3d 1 on C 1 , t ≡ 0 on C 1 , and in particular, t vanishes at the intersection point p 0 of C 1 and C 2 . Thus the restriction of t to C 2 gives a section of f
, which is an invertible sheaf of degree n 2 − 3d 2 − 1 < 0 on C 2 and thus t is identically zero.
The deformation space of f , plus the direct sum of tangent spaces ⊕ j T C,pj is equal to the tangent space toM
and thus the surjectivity proven above yields the surjectivity of
that is, z is smooth at x.
is proper, surjective and generically smooth, with generic fiber of dimension 3d − 1 − n. In particular, for n = 3d − 1, and for each irreducible component F as in (3), we have
Proof. This is proven in a more general setting in [5] and in [8] ; in the case of P 2 , the proof is fairly straightforward: The fact that the tangent bundle of P 2 is ample implies that each stable map f : C → P 2 of an n-pointed semi-stable genus zero curve C deforms to a stable map of an n-pointed irreducible curveC → P 2 . For C = P 1 , a morphism f : P 1 → P 2 is given by three homogeneous polynomials of the same degree, f = (f 0 : f 1 : f 2 ), which we may assume have no common zeros in P 
Similarly, the deformations of maps with higher order singularities are all unobstructed, so one can calculate the codimension of maps f with f (C) having singularities other than ordinary nodes or at most one cusp, one tacnode or one triple point by computing the relevant local deformation space, and one again finds these all have codimension ≥ 2.
be a morphism with the f i degree d polynomials such that f (P 1 ) has degree d and only ordinary nodes. Choose points p 1 , . . . , p n ∈ P 1 suitably general, so that f (p i ) = f (p j ) for i = j and with f (p i ) a smooth point of f (P 1 ) for all i. The normal bundle of the map f is then O P 1 (3d − 2) and since n ≤ 3d − 1, the restriction map
This shows that for each first order deformation q i,ǫ of the
. . , n, there is a corresponding first order deformation (f ǫ , p 1,ǫ , . . . , p n,ǫ ) of (f, p 1 , . . . , p n ) with f ǫ (p i,ǫ ) = q i,ǫ , and thus the map z is a smooth morphism in the neighborhood of (f, p 1 , . . . , p n ). Thus z is dominant, hence surjective; as M Σ 0,n (P 2 , d) has dimension 3d − 1 + n and Sym n (P 2 ) has dimension 2n, this gives the generic fiber dimension of 3d−1−n. In particular, for n = 3d−1, z is generically finite. The last assertion in (4) is an immediate consequence of this and (3).
has only ordinary double points as singularities.
Lemma 1.5. 1. The map
2. The generic points of Sym 3d−1 (P 2 ) degn that have codimension one on Sym 3d−1 (P 2 ) 0 are the points z(η ? ) for
Proof.
(1) follows from Lemma 1.1 and (2) follows from Lemma 1.2, since for n = 3d − 1, the map z has relative dimension zero.
The algebraic Welschinger invariant
Fix a field K, not necessarily algebraically closed, and let C ⊂ P 2 K be a geometrically integral, and geometrically rational curve of degree d, such that CK has only ordinary double points as singularities. Let p 1 , . . . , p r be the singular points of C. Fix a defining equation
The fact that p is an ordinary double point implies det ∂ 2 f /∂t i ∂t j (p) = 0, which gives us the local invariant
, so the determinant changes by a square and the resulting element of GW(K(p)) is unchanged. If we change coordinates, say to s 1 , s 2 , then the Hessian matrix changes by
so again the Hessian determinant changes by a square. Finally, if we replace F with λ · F , λ ∈ K × , then the Hessian determinant changes by λ 2 . Thus, the local invariant e p (C) is well-defined, independent of the choices we have made.
We define Wel K (C) to be the 1-dimensional form
As the individual determinants det
× , the product of norms is well-defined modulo squares in K × , so the onedimensional quadratic form Wel K (C) ∈ GW(K) is well-defined. It is clear from the construction that Wel K (C) is functorial with respect to field extensions.
K be a geometrically reduced plane curve such that CK is rational and has only ordinary double points as singularities, let L ⊃ K be an extension field and let
An essential aspect of the algebraic Welschinger invariant is the following extension property.
Lemma 2.2. Let O be a DVR containing k, with quotient field K and residue field κ and let π : C ⊂ P 2 O be a flat family of plane curves over Spec O defined by a homogeneous F ∈ O[X 0 , X 1 , X 2 ]. Let C sing ⊂ C be the subscheme of singularities of C, that is, the closed subscheme defined by the ideal (F, ∂F/∂X 0 , ∂F/∂X 1 , ∂F/∂X 2 ). Suppose that C sing contains a closed subscheme D ⊂ C sing such that
Proof. From the purity theorem for GW [10, §2] , we have the short exact sequence 
where t h ∈ O h is the image of t. Thus, we may suppose that O is henselian. In that case, the closed points
In addition, from (iii), we know that C K has only ordinary double points as singularities and
We may choose a linear form L ∈ O[X 0 , X 1 , X 2 ] with L = 0 disjoint from C sing and local parameters t
O ,x ℓ for each ℓ, and use these to compute the Hessian determinant det(∂ 2 f /∂t
is a unit in Ox ℓ for each ℓ and thus the one-dimensional form
, by the compatibility of Nm and restriction for finiteétale maps of semi-local schemes.
Let K be a field, S a reduced K-scheme essentially of finite type over K and let C ⊂ S × P 2 be a flat family of plane curves over S.
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that charK = 2 and that S is smooth over K Let D ⊂ C be a closed subscheme which is an open and closed component of C sing . Suppose that for each geometric points of S, each point p ∈ Ds is an ordinary double point of Cs. Suppose in addition that D is locally equi-dimensional over S of relative dimension zero. Then D → S isétale.
In particular, to check the condition (1) of Lemma 2.2, we need only see that D is equi-dimensional over Spec O.
Proof. Lets be a geometric point of S and take p ∈ Cs an ordinary double point.
In addition, the fact that p ∈ Cs is an ordinary double point and the characteristic is different from 2 implies that Js = p in a neighborhood of p, and thus J has codimension two in
The fact that Js = p in a neighborhood of p in P 2 k(s) and as J is a local complete intersection of codimension two in W implies that J ∩ W is flat over S and that the canonical map
is an isomorphism, that is, shrinking W if necessary, J ∩ W isétale over S. In particular, J ∩ W is reduced. If now p is a point of Ds then after shrinking W we have the
Since D is a closed subscheme of C, D is proper over S. Under the assumption that D → S is locally equi-dimensional of relative dimension zero, the fact that J ∩ W isétale over S implies that the closed subscheme D ∩ W of J ∩ W contains an open neighborhood of p in J ∩ W , and thus, after shrinking W again, we have D ∩ W = J ∩ W , and thus D ∩ W isétale over S.
Remark 2.4. Suppose we are in the situation of Lemma 2.2, but only (i) and (iii) hold. We can form a "partial invariant" Wel
Then the proof of Lemma 2.2 shows that Wel
Remark 2.5. Take a curve C ⊂ P 2 R and assume that C is geometrically rational and integral and has only ordinary double points. If p ∈ C is a double point with R(p) = C, then the local invariant Nm C/R (e p (C)) is a positive real number, so Nm C/R (e p (C)) = +1 ∈ GW(R). If R(p) = R, there are two cases: the local defining equation in suitable analytic coordinates is either x 2 −y 2 = 0 or x 2 +y 2 = 0. In the first case, e p (C) = −4 = −1 and in the second e p (C) = 4 = +1 . Thus Wel R (C) = (−1) r ∈ GW(R) where r is the number of real non-isolated double points and has signature (−1)
r . This signature does not agree with Welschinger's mass, which is (−1)
s , s being the number of real isolated double points. However, for fixed degree d, the arithmetic genus of C is p a (C) = p a (d) := (d − 1)(d − 2)/2, and thus the rational curve C has p a (d) double points over C. Since the number of complex double points is even, we have s + r ≡ p a (d) mod 2, so the signature of our invariant Wel R (C) is simply (−1) pa(d) times Welschinger's mass.
Maps and curves
We have the projective space P(
, parametrizing plane curves of degree d, with universal curve
be the locally closed subscheme of curves C with (geometric) normalization isomorphic to P 1 and let P δ,0,d ⊂ P 0,d be the open subscheme of P 0,d of curves C which have only ordinary double points (after base-extension to an algebraically closed field).
To be precise, the construction ofM 0,n (P 2 , d) by [1] gives a presentation ofM 0,n (P 2 , d) as a quotient stack,
where V is a smooth quasi-projective k-scheme with a universal n-pointed quasistable genus 0 curve π :
This entire data has a PGL M+1 -action arising from an embedding
). Permuting the pointings {s i } gives a S n -action on P V → V , commuting with the PGL M+1 -action and so this whole picture descends to give a closed substack
and the diagram
Here P Σ 0 is the restriction of the universal curve stack toM
Clearly D is proper, and as D has all nodal rational curves of degree d in its image, D is surjective. Thus D 0 is dominant.
Definition 3.1. 1. Let y be a point of P δ,0,d . Then the corresponding curve C y ⊂ P 2 k(y) has only ordinary double points and so its Welschinger invariant Wel k(y) (C y ) ∈ GW(k(y)) is defined.
Let x be a point of
, and we set
3. Take n = 3d − 1 and let d be a point of Sym 3d−1 (P 2 ) 0 δ . By Lemma 1.5, the map z isétale over a neighborhood of d, so z −1 (d) is a finite set, Here is the main theorem of this section.
be the evaluation map. Then
The proof of this result will require quite a bit a work, we begin the task with some elementary lemmas.
The Grothendieck-Witt sheaf GW on a smooth irreducible scheme Y is an unramified sheaf, that is, for each y ∈ Y , the stalk GW y is the kernel of the collection of "tame symbol maps" at y [10, §2]. More precisely, there is an exact sequence
is the set of codimension one points x ∈ Y with y ∈ {x}, t x ∈ O Y,x is a choice of a uniformizing parameter and ∂ tx : |GW (k(Y )) → W (k(x)) is the corresponding boundary, or "tame symbol", map.
For a given codimension one point y ∈ Y , and an α ∈ GW(k(Y )), we say that α is unramified at y if ∂ t (α) = 0, where t ∈ O Y,y is a parameter. This is independent of the choice of parameter, and is satisfied if and only if α extends to a (unique) element α y ∈ GW(O Y,y ). 
hence has no automorphisms, and thusM Σ 0,3d−1 (P 2 , d) ord , is a k-scheme. The smoothness follows from the fact that the local deformation space is unobstructed and that there are no automorphisms.
The proof that z isétale at
follows from the fact that over a suitable finite extension of k(x), C ∼ = P 1 , f : P 1 → P 2 is unramified and thus N f = O P 1 (3d − 2). Just as in the proof of Lemma 1.2, this shows that z is smooth at x, and henceétale by a dimension count.
Proof. We first show that Wel d extends to a section as claimed. Let Y = Sym 3d−1 (P 2 ) 0 δ . By the description above of GW as an unramified sheaf on the smooth k-scheme Y , we need only show that, for each codimension one point x ∈ Y , Wel d ∈ GW(k(Y )) lifts to an element Wel The statement on the evaluation map also follows from Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 by taking a chain of smooth closed subschemes of Spec 
There is one component of
and each way of writing 3d − 1 = n 1 + n 2 , n i ≥ 0; we let η d1,n1 be the corresponding generic point.
We postpone the main task of proving Theorem 3.3 to a series of subsequent sections; assuming these results, we give the proof here.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. By Lemma 3.6, Wel d extends to a section
extends to a section of GW over all of Sym 3d−1 (P 2 ) 0 . As GW is definition an unramified sheaf, we need only check that Wel d is unramified at the codimension one points of Sym 3d−1 (P 2 ) 0 that lie outside of Sym 
which implies that, for Y a smooth k-scheme and α ∈ H 0 (Y K , GW), then α is constant on A 1 -connected components of Y (K). In detail, there is a Nisnevich sheaf π
Remark 3.8. Suppose we have two reduced divisors
0 (K) for some field K. In characteristic zero, the fact that A 1 is simply connected implies that the "field extension type" of d 1 and d 2 agree, that is we have s = t and after a reordering, we have K(p i ) = K(q i ) for i = 1, . . . , s. In positive characteristic, A 1 is not simply connected, and this invariance of the field invariance type will not in general hold.
We ask if, in characteristic zero, the A 1 -connected components of Sym 3d−1 (P 2 ) 0 (K) are simply given by the field extension type. If so, this would give a direct generalization of Welschinger's theorem to arbitrary fields. Example 3.9. We mention that for a smooth k-scheme and K and extension field of
. . , n with f 1 (0) = x, f n (1) = y and f i (1) = f i+1 (0) for i = 1, . . . , n − 1.
For example, it is easy to see that, if
y i +d 0 are two reduced 0-cycles of degree n on P 2 K with x i , y j ∈ P 2 (K), then d 1 and d 2 lie in the same A 1 -chain connected component of Sym n (P 2 ) 0 (K), assuming for instance that K is an infinite field: just move each x i to a general K-point z i by moving along a line ℓ i ⊂ P 2 , and then move y i to z i along a second line ℓ ′ i . Since K is infinite, we may find a z i such that the resulting family lies in Sym n (P 2 ) 0 . A similar argument works for points in a fixed degree two separable extension L of K. Take x, y ∈ P 2 (L) with conjugates x σ , y σ , giving us closed points p x , p y ∈ P
We may first move say p x into a general position with respect to p y and any other 0-cycle d 0 , say by acting by a unipotent subgroup U ∼ = A 1 in PGL 3 . By taking p x suitably general with respect to p y , we may assume that no three of the four L-points x, y, x σ , y σ line on a line. Let ℓ x,y be the line through x, y with conjugate ℓ σ x,y = ℓ x σ ,y σ ; by our general position assumption, we have ℓ x σ ,y σ = ℓ x,y . Then ℓ x,y ∩ ℓ σ x,y is a K-point z 0 . Now consider the lines ℓ x,x σ and ℓ y,y σ through x, x σ , y, y σ , which intersect in a K-point z 1 = z 0 . The projection from z 1 gives a map π : P We can push this one degree higher: suppose we have p x , p y closed points of P
for L a degree three extension of K. We want to show that, for with x+d 0 , y+d 0 ∈ Sym
is injective since L has odd degree over K, so it suffices to see that
is a degree two extension of L, and the methods outlined above puts p
Curves with a cusp
We emphasize that we retain our assumption that chark = 2, 3. Let f : P 1 → P 2 be a morphism with f (P 1 ) ⊂ P 2 a degree d reduced curve and f : P 1 → f (P 1 ) birational; we work over an algebraically closed base-field k. We suppose that f (0) = (0 : 0 : 1) is an ordinary cusp on f (P 1 ) and that f is unramified outside of 0. We define the sheaf N f on P 1 by exactness of the sequence
Let N f tors ⊂ N f be the torsion subsheaf and N 0 f := N f /N f tors the locally free quotient sheaf. In suitable local analytic coordinates t at 0 ∈ P 1 and (x, y) at (0 : 0 : 1) in P 2 , we have f (t) = (t 2 , t 3 ) and so the map df near 0 is given by the matrix (2t, 3t
2 ). We have the map df : T P 1 → f * T P 2 . LettingT P 1 ⊂ f * T P 2 be the invertible sheaf generated by the image of df , we have the short exact sheaf sequences
We identify N f tors with the "limiting tangent line" L ⊂ A 2 k defined by y = 0; using the parameter dx on L gives the isomorphisms N f tors ∼ = k(0) andT
Proposition 4.1. Let C be a reduced irreducible genus zero curve, and let f : C → P 2 be a morphism, defined over a field F , with f : C → f (C) birational and f (C) of degree d. Suppose that f (C) has a cusp f (p) for some p ∈ C(F ), and that f is unramified on C − {p}. Then for every degree 3d − 1 reduced divisor d on C, the map z is ramified at (C, f, d) .
Proof. To compute the ramification, we may pull back by theétale cover (P 2 )
3d−1 0 → Sym 3d−1 (P 2 ) 0 and consider the mapz : . . , p 3d−1 ) ). Furthermore, we may extend the residue field k(x) so that C ∼ = P 1 and the cusp on f (P 1 ) is f (0) = (0 : 0 : 1). Since the ramification locus is closed, we may assume that p i = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , 3d − 1, so that f is unramified at each p i .
We have the exact sequence
By our computation of N f given above, we have
and thus
. Similarly H 1 (P 1 , N f ) = 0 and thus the map res :
is not surjective. Identifying f * T P 2 ,f (pi) with f * T P 2 ,f (pi) /T P 1 ,pi ⊕ T P 1 ,pi , we may identify dz x with the map
and we see thereby thatz is ramified at x. To examine
(after pulling back to (P 2 )
3d−1 0 as above) we note that
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1, we may replace z :
. We consider a point
is an ordinary cusp, f : P 1 − {0} → P 2 is unramified, f (P 1 ) has only ordinary double points as singularities and such that q i := f (p i )) is supported in the smooth locus of f (P 1 ) for all i. We may extend the base field at will, so we may assume that the points p i are all k-points of P 1 . For a morphism φ : Y → X of smooth varieties over k and a point y ∈ Y , we have the differential dφ y : T Y,y → φ * T X,x Lettingφ * T X,x denote the cokernel of dφ y , we have the 2nd order differential
Indeed, the map φ * : O X,x → φ * O y,y induces the map on the jet spaces J 2 φ * : In our case, the sheaf sequence
, and ker dz with the torsion subsheaf i 0 * k(0) ∼ = N f tors . We are therefore interested in computing the map
and showing that this map is non-zero. We may take x to be any smooth point ofM Σ 0,3d−1 (P 2 , d) cusp ; to make the computation as simple as possible, we take f of the form
and take p i = (1 : t i ), i = 1, . . . , 3d − 1 for t 1 , . . . , t 3d−1 general points in k.
We have already computed
We detect the map d 2 z x by composing with the Serre duality pairing
Take a ∈ k × . We define the 1-parameter deformation of f , f u :
by f u := f + u · g a , where
Noting that g a (t)dt = (1/t)df (t) for all t = 0, we see that the section of N f corresponding to the first-order deformation defined by f u goes to zero as a section of N 0 f . Similarly, g a (0) = (a, 0), so the section of N f tor ∼ = k(0) defined by f u is 2a. Similarly, if we extend f u to a curve
0 by fixing the points p 1 , . . . , p 3d−1 , we see that
] be the point p iu := (1 : t i − ua/t i ), we have dz(x u ) = 0 and
, where
is the boundary map in the cohomology sequence associated to (4.1).
Let A 2 ⊂ P 2 be the affine open X 0 = 0 with standard coordinates x = X 1 /X 0 , y = X 2 /X 0 . Using the standard basis (∂/∂x, ∂/∂y) for T A 2 , we have the section
where π(d 2 h) · ω is to be considered as a section of ω P 1 over U 0 ∩ U 1 via the pairing
We note that, as
since p∈P 1 Res p τ = 0 for each rational 1-form τ on P 1 . To make the computation of Res 0 π(d 2 h) · ω, we use a trivialization of N 0 f in a neighborhood of 0 given as follows: we haveT P 1 = T P 2 (0) and use as generator forT P 1 over P 1 − {∞} the section 1/t∂/∂t. Since
. A direct computation with respect to this local trivialization gives
Thus, the quadratic form d 2 z is, up to a non-zero scalar factor, the form a → a 2 , and hence the ramification order is two.
Proof. Let L = k(η cusp ) and let K = k(η cusp ). Then η cusp is a smooth codimension one point onM Σ 0,3d−1 (P 2 , d) andη cusp is a smooth codimension one point on Sym 3d−1 (P 2 ). Let s be a uniformizing parameter atη cusp . As f ηcusp has a single point of ramification, it follows that this point is an Lrational point of C ηcusp , so we may assume C ηcusp = P 1 L , that the ramification point is 0 = (1 : 0) and that f ηcusp (0) = (1 : 0 : 0). In suitable local analytic coordinates, we may write
The local deformation theory of f ηcusp tells us that there is a local parameter u at η cusp so that in an analytic neighborhood of η cusp , the general map f u : P 1 → P 2 is given by
For u = 0, f u (P 1 ) has the ordinary double point at (au/3, 0), given by the fact that
The local equation for f u (P 1 ) at (au/3, 0) is 0 = y 2 − ux 2 + . . . and so the contribution of the double point (au/3, 0) to Wel(f u (P 1 )) is u. Since f (P 1 ) has the single cusp (0, 0) and all other singularities ordinary double points, the subscheme of the "other" singular points of f u forms a finiteétale cover of Spec
Indeed, U is just the norm of all the local invariants of the singularities of f u (P 1 ) away from (au/3, 0). The map z induces the finite flat map of rings
and by a base-extension the finite flat ring homomorphism
× and thus u satisfies a quadratic equation of the form
with Q(0) = 0. This gives us the element α := u + s · P (s)/2 with
This is equivalent to
We now consider the entire pullback
Let f −1 (η cusp ) red = {x 1 , . . . , x N }, where we take x 1 , . . . , x r to be points corresponding to maps f such that f (C) has a (single) cusp and x r+1 , . . . , x N the points corresponding to maps f such that f (C) has only ordinary double points. This breaks upM
isétale. In this case, the scheme of double points
and thus Tr
this shows that Wel d is unramified atη cusp .
Curves with a tacnode
Proof. Let u be a parameter at η tac inM
Since the map f is unramified, the map z isétale at η tac , and we just need to see that Wel K((u)) (f u (C u )) ∈ GW(K((u))) is unramified at u.
Since f (C) has a single tacnode, this tacnode is a K-point of f (C), so we may assume that f (C) has q 0 := (1 : 0, 0) as its tacnode. The closed subscheme f −1 (q 0 ) is either a single closed point with residue field K(f −1 (q 0 )) a degree two extension of K or is a disjoint union of two K-points of C. We discuss first the case of a single closed point p ∈ C.
As the characteristic is not 2, we may write K(p) = K[t]/(t 2 − a) for some a ∈ K × . This gives us an isomorphism of the completion O ∧ C,p with the completion
In suitable analytic coordinates (x, y) for the completion O ∧ P 2 ,q0 we may express f
we have the equation
. The deformation theory of f gives, for a suitable choice of parameter u, the description of f u :
The image curve f u (C u ) ∧ thus satisfies the equation
Over K((u)), this curve has the ordinary double point p u defined by the ideal (
] u has has parameters the elements s := x 2 − u and y, and
∧ thus satisfies the equation
The "remaining" singular points of f u (C u ) extend to define a finiteétale cover
, proving the proposition.
The case of f −1 (q 0 ) splitting into two K-points is similar but a bit easier. Since in this case C has a K-point, C is isomorphic to P 1 and we may assume that f −1 (q 0 ) = {±1}. The computation is then completely parallel, with the simplification that a = 1.
6. Curves with a triple point
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Proposition 5.1. Let u be a parameter at η tri inM Σ 0,3d−1 (P 2 , d) and let K = k(η tri ). We write f :
Since the map f is unramified, the map z isétale at η tri , and we just need to see that Wel K((u)) (f u (C u )) ∈ GW(K((u))) is unramified at u. As before, we may assume that the triple point of f (C) is at q 0 = (1 : 0 : 0). Then f −1 (q 0 ) is a degree three extension of K. Since base extension by an odd degree extension is injective on GW, we may assume that f −1 (q 0 ) contains a K-point p 1 .
we consider first the case in which f −1 (q 0 ) − {p 0 } is a single closed point p 1 of P 1 with residue field K(p 1 ) a degree two extension of K. We may assume that p 0 and p 1 lie in the affine open T 0 = 0. Letting t = T 1 /T 0 be the standard coordinate, we may assume that p 1 is defined by the ideal (t 2 − a) for some a ∈ K × and that p 0 is defined by t − b for some b ∈ K. We let
∧ breaks up as a product
] the completion at t 2 − a. For a suitable choice of parameters z, w and analytic coordinates x, y for O ∧ P 2 ,q0 , the map f is given by f (z) = (z, 0), f (w) = (w, tw) and then f (C) satisfies the equation y(y 2 − ax 2 ) = 0. As a triple point on a plane curve lowers the genus by 3, the curves in the deformation space of f (C) corresponding to deformations f u :
will have 3 nearby ordinary double points. The local deformation space for the equation g(x, y) = y(y 2 − ax 2 ) = 0 is the ring
The v for which g v = 0 has three double points will all give cubic plane curves with three double points, which must necessarily be three lines intersecting pairwise transversely. An equation of the form g v (x, y) = 0 gives three lines if and only if
and the lines intersect transversely if and only if u = 0. As the map from the deformation space of f to the deformation space of f (C) ⊂ P 2 as a rational curve isétale, we may thus use u as our local parameter at η tri . The curve g u = 0 has the double points q 0u = (0, −u) and q 1u = (x u , 0), with x u defined by the ideal (
. At q 0u , the local invariant is −a, at q 1u we may use parameters y and (y + u) 2 − ax 2 , so the local invariant is −1. As in the proof of Proposition 5.1, there is a unit
If f −1 (q 0 ) − {p 0 } consists of two K-points, the proof is the same: we may take a = 1.
Reducible curves
and it follows by a dimension count that, writing d = d 1 + d 2 with d i supported on C i and of degree n i , we must have n 1 = 3d 1 −1 and n 2 = 3d 2 or n 1 = 3d 1 and n 2 = 3d 2 −1. In particular, exactly one of d 1 , d 2 has degree congruent to 2 modulo 3, and thus there are no automorphisms of the map f . ThereforeM
) is a scheme in a neighborhood of η d1,n1 , the map z is unramified at (f, C, d), and we need only check, that for a parameter u at η d1,n1 inM Σ 0,3d−1 (P 2 , d), with corresponding morphism
be the scheme of singularities of the fibers. We have the isolated point q 0 := f (C 1 ∩ C 2 ) of Sing(f u (C u )), but the open and closed subscheme Sing(f u (C u )) − {q 0 } is finite andétale over Spec K [[u] ]. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that Wel K((u)) (f u (C u )) is unramified at u.
Del Pezzo surfaces
We have concentrated on the case of P 2 , but as in the paper of ItenbergKharlamov-Shustin [3] , the methods described above work as well, with some appropriate restrictions, for a smooth del Pezzo surface S. Recall that a del Pezzo surface over a field k is a smooth projective surface S over k such that the anticanonical class −K S is ample. The definition of the Welschinger invariant of a geometrically integral nodal curve C ⊂ S is exactly the same as for S = P 2 , or for an arbitrary smooth projective surface over a field K, for that matter.
We recall that the degree of a del Pezzo surface S is d(S) := K 2 S . Over an algebraically closed field, a del Pezzo surface is either a relative minimal model of P 2 or the blow up of P 2 at at most 8 points, that is, S fits into a tower
with 0 ≤ d ≤ 8 and each S i is the blow-up of S i+1 a some point p d−i . The relatively minimal models are in three families: either P 2 , the family of Hirzebruch surfaces F n for n even and the family of Hirzebruch surfaces Σ n for n > 1 odd. F 0 = P 1 ×P 1 , F 1 is the blow-up of P 2 at one point (so not relatively minimal) and each F n has a small deformation that is either F 1 (n odd) or P 1 × P 1 . The relatively minimal models except for P 2 all have degree 8, P 2 has degree 9. In particular, each del Pezzo surface admits a small deformation to a surface S that, over an algebraically closed field is either P 1 × P 1 or the blow-up of P 2 at at most 8 (possibly 0) distinct points. To keep the discussion uniform, we call a surface that over an algebraically closed field is a blow-up of P 2 at at most 8 distinct points a typical del Pezzo, so every del Pezzo has a small deformation to a typical del Pezzo or a form of P 1 × P 1 . Let S be a del Pezzo over a field K isomorphic to P 1 × P 1 overK. The two rulings π 1 : P 1 × P 1 → P 1 π 2 : P 1 × P 1 → P 1 then define two families over curves on S × K L for some degree two extension L of K and thus give morphisms p 1 :
The conjugation of L over K either exchanges the two rulings or not; if not, then the two families of curves on S are defined over L and we may descend (p 1 , p 2 ) L to an isomorphism (p 1 , p 2 ) : S → C 1 × K C 2 for conics C 1 , C 2 defined over K. If the conjugation exchanges the rulings, then C 1L and C 2L are isomorphic, C 1L ∼ = C L ∼ = C 2L for some conic C defined over K and we have the In the first case, S ∼ = C 1 × C 2 , S has the degree 4 point −p *
, then S has a degree 2 point and in the last case, S has a degree 2 point as well. Thus a form of P 1 × P 1 always has a closed point of degree at most four over K; blowing up this point gives a typical del Pezzo surface.
If we have a del Pezzo S ′ over K that has a small deformation S (say over K [[u] ]) with geometric model P 1 × P 1 , then we may specialize the point on S of degree ≤ 4 to S ′ ; it is not hard to see that this can be done so that the resulting closed subscheme of the deformation family isétale over K [[u] ]. Blowing up this point gives us a del Pezzo surfaceS with a small deformation that is typical, and all our results about Welschinger invariants for S can be recovered from corresponding statements forS.
Fix a an effective Cartier divisor D on our del Pezzo surface S with D 2 ≥ −1. We consider the moduli spaceM * Σ 0,n (S, D) parametrizing tuples (C, f : C → S, d) with C a genus zero quasi-stable curve, d a reduced 0-cycle of degree n on C and f : (C, d) → S a stable map, that is, over an algebraically closed field, if we write d = n i=1 p i , then f : (C, (p 1 , . . . , p n )) → S is stable. In addition, we require that f * ([C]) is in the linear system |D|.
We have the open substack M [1, 5] .
We replace n = 3d − 1 with n = −D · K S − 1 := r and replace Sym n (P 2 ) 0 with Sym n (S) 0 , the open subscheme of Sym n (S) parametrizing reduced degree n 0-cycles on S. We replace P N d with |D| = P ND , and P 0,d with P 0,D , the locally closed subset of P ND of reduced irreducible curves C ∈ |D| whose geometric normalization is a P 1 and letP 0,D be the closure of P 0,D . We let C 0,D ⊂P 0,D × S be the universal effective Cartier divisor overP 0,D .
We letM Proof. This follows from [3, Lemmas 9, 10, 11] . There is one exceptional case discussed in [3, Lemma 11] , namely, that of a del Pezzo of degree one (s = 8) with D = −2K S , that is, corresponding to the linear system of degree six curves in P 2 having a double point at each p i . In this case, it is possible that f (C 1 ) = f (C 2 ) are the same curve in −K S .
We call a surface S that satisfies the condition that z(D (i) ) has codimension ≥ 2 on Sym r (S) 0 for all i > 2 general. Clearly a small deformation of a typical del Pezzo is general.
We discuss the exceptional case s = 8, D = −2K S . In this case the moduli space of stable maps of a smooth integral genus 0 curve, M 0,0 (S, −2K S ) is one dimensional, corresponding to maps f : C → P 2 with f (C) having a point of multiplicity at least two at each p i . Since r = 1, there is no symmetric group action. We have the map z :M 0,1 (S, −2K S ) → S = Sym 1 (S) 0 and for each p ∈ S(K), z −1 (p) will contain a point x 0 corresponding to a map f 0 : C 1 ∪ C 2 → S with f (C 1 ) = f (C 2 ), each corresponding to a nodal cubic curve in P 2 containing p and p 1 , . . . , p 8 . As only one of C 1 , C 2 can contain the 0-cycle p, there are no automorphisms of this data, and thusM 0,1 (S, −2K S ) is a smooth scheme in a neighborhood of x 0 .
Let q 1 = q ′ 1 ∈ C 1 be the geometric points with f 0 (q 1 ) = f 0 (q 
